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Abstract
This bachelor’s thesis includes and deals with lighting design in restaurants that have a more complex
concept, such as dim light settings. There is a large number of diverse factors that influence how the
customer perceives the space and if the light creates safety, comfort and an aesthetic environment to
be in.
The theoretical base work is put together with help of a broad range of literature regarding light,
lighting and lighting design, and a conclusion will be made with help by that and four case study
analyses.
The project was to design a restaurant that uses both dim light in a way that the customers are able to
see but still to create a specific mood for the type of restaurant establishment chosen.
This research paper will include a description and analysis about a restaurant, what legal guidelines
there are, also psychological and physiological effects of lighting and a chapter regarding color
rendering on food. With the collected information a conclusion will be made, and the research
questions answered.
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1.Introduction

The restaurant industry today is extremely competitive. The Vice president of the American
National Restaurant Association and her research team claim that the restaurant industry adds
approximately 10, 000 restaurants, cafes or other units in this category each year only in the United
States alone (Restaurantbusinessonline.com by Jonathan Maze on Apr. 18, 2018).
Aside from focusing on only the product but also on the customer experience a successful
restaurant can be implemented. At restaurants where customers come to stay for a dinner with several
courses, aside from getting the food, the customers aim to is to feel good, welcome and comfortable
while staying there. The design of these spaces plays a significant role in what the customer perceives
and how this is influenced by the visit. Our mood and our well-being are influenced by the lighting in
a space, in this case in a restaurant that is not a fast food restaurant but a casual, mid-range restaurant,
and that lighting design is not always seen as an important nor significant factor in these spaces.
Therefore, this paper aims to develop a design proposal that suggests and gives input about my
experience on what kind of lighting could be installed in order to work in the best possible way, for
this space and design, for the customers’ benefit and for the customers’ to have a positive experience
at the restaurant (“The Influence of In-Store Lighting on Consumers’ Examination of Merchandise in
a Wine Store” 1994).

Hence, the aim of this research paper is to establish a design for a restaurant where used various types
of lighting to enhance the restaurant experience. Accordingly, the aim of this research paper is to
answer questions such as what a comfortable and beneficial light setting would be for as many diverse
people at the same time as possible, and how lighting actually influences the diner’s behavior,
orientation and experience while staying at the venue.

How the customers feel while visiting a specific restaurant is key when it comes to the crucial question
if they will buy more, stay longer and return to the venue again. This is why it is important for the
customer to feel comfortable and good while dining and one big part of that goes hand in hand with
the lighting (Storey, 2002) (Baraban and Durocher, 2010).

I claim that if a customer is too exposed in a light setting that is too bright, this would feel
uncomfortable and awkward. Therefore, there must be a setting that would support both the
physiological aspects and the psychological aspects of the humans’ comfort in restaurants.
This research paper is based on the use of a broad range of literature from books and articles that
reflect on the subject lighting design and reflect on facts that support the thesis topic and the research
questions.
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Presented will be four case study analysis done to support the conclusion whereby comparing different
areas and lighting situations in restaurants one could get a vision of how different designers have done
it and what kind of lighting works and does not. Together with the collected literature and the
presented case study analysis the conclusion of how the use of dramatic lighting in restaurant design
impacts both customer and space, is being done.
With help of creating case study analysis of diverse restaurants and their lighting design situations
there is identified both pros and cons in restaurants and their lighting and by comparing these to one
another creating a conclusion.

When creating the interior design proposal for the project part of the thesis the focus lies on finding
the best way of lighting a space with a complex concept. I will try to create an optimal light setting for
the space given. In chapter 5 the implemented project proposal of a restaurant that focuses on dramatic
lighting.

The aim is to create a customer experience with both space and the product as these are key elements
in a restaurant. When entering the restaurant, when having your first drink and when sitting at the
table. Even going to the toilet will be an experience on its own with the topic of dramatic lighting in
mind.
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2.3. Defining a restaurant

A restaurant is a business and a place that provides both food and beverages. A restaurant is
open to anybody in exchange for their payment. Restaurants vary on a great scale in appearance,
cuisine, and pricing but in this research, the focus lies on a mid-range, casual/ high-cost restaurants,
and how customers behave in relation to lighting design in these spaces.
Each restaurant has its own individual style and, therefore when designing the site at least the
following elements should be considered: concept of the venue, target audience and what kind of
space there is to design.
In chapter 3, Case studies, includes four different types of restaurants. This chapter supports and gives
input about the basics of a restaurant and implements the aspects that need to be thought about in the
conclusion.

2.3.1. Spaces, experience and the customer journey

A restaurant commonly consists of several primary spaces. The kitchen, restrooms, the dining area, the
entry & waiting area and, optionally a bar. Each of these spaces requires specific lighting design and
planning to maximize the customers visit to an experience. When entering the restaurant, when having
your first drink and when sitting at the table. Even going to the toilet could be an experience on its
own with the topic of dramatic lighting in mind.

The exterior lighting of a restaurant gives the first impression to the customer. Proper exterior
lighting can also attract potential customers that only are passing by and might spontaneously visit.
The exterior lighting also gives information to the customer, whether the restaurant is open or not (In
a comment posted to Restaurants Canada Blog on 04, 2017).
When entering a cafeteria or a fast food chain restaurant the lighting scheme stays the same
throughout the whole restaurant (with exceptions). From the front door to the cashier, the lighting
stays similar. This can differ in grate scale when planning a restaurant that goes under the category
casual- or fine dining, since these more rarely are a part of a chain restaurants, unlike the fast food
chains and cafés and therefore can apply more complex lighting design schemes in their spaces
(Fördergemeinschaft Gutes Licht, 2000).

When creating a design with a darker lighting scheme in a restaurant or other space such as exhibition
spaces, into consideration must be taken the adaptability of the eye; The human eye takes several
hours to reach its optimal sensitivity of low light. The fastest gains in vision sensitivity are made
during the first couple of minutes when entering darkness (As of August 9, 2013 the Science
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Questions webpage listed). Therefore, it is important for the lighting designer to create an entrance
situation for the customers that give them the opportunity to adapt to the darkness. Hence, gradually
darken a space from entrance to dining-, bar- or restroom area. In regard to this, the spaces need to be
defined clearly and separate, as is, in the following section.

If a restaurant offers the customer the possibility of being seated by a host, then the journey in
the restaurant may begin at the bar or lounge area. This is a place where the customer enjoys
beverages or waits for a table for dining. The traditional restaurant bar and lounge area offers a
relaxing atmosphere for the customer. The customers need only minimal light at this point in order to
being able to act, when behind the bar, the staff members need to be able to perform precise visual
tasks and therefore need more light (Fördergemeinschaft Gutes Licht, 2000). These two tasks, both the
customers and the staff member’s needs, can be combined in order for the customers eyes to adapt to
the dim light of the restaurant when entering.

The usual following means for a customer in a restaurant would be the dining. The kind of lighting
required for a restaurant depends mostly on the style of the establishment. There is a countless range
of convincing lighting moods, from warm and intimate to cold and bright. Nevertheless, the lighting
design should suit the surroundings and enhance the food qualities, and to ensure that the visual
conditions at the table, for the customer is good (Fördergemeinschaft Gutes Licht, 2000). See chapter
2.5 that consists studies of color rendering on food.

Much go into making a restaurant experience memorable, and this also includes the visit to the
restroom. The experience the customer gets while visiting a restroom at a fast food restaurant, may not
satisfy since both privacy and hygiene are compromised. Again, to create an experience in the toilet at
a finer venue, with an unpredictable element or other object such as lighting element, also the trip to
the restroom can become a memorable situation for the customer, including lighting design and how
this affects the guest.

2.3.2. The attention of the customer

Lighting is a powerful device that will attract and lead the customers’ attention when it is used in
profound and smart ways. Lighting often leads the customers eye sight and makes the orientation in
the space clear. By enhancing the qualities of different spatial arrangements, materials or food table,
the expensive wine or art on the walls takes the customers’ attention away from irrelevant objects.
Attracting the customers’ vision to objects that matter or rather away from objects that do not
(Rayworth, 2013). The movement in restaurants can and is often defined with help of light and the
arrangement of furniture.
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As will also be stated in chapter 2.7, introduced will be the similarities between dramatic lighting
design and theatrical lighting. This subject will briefly be introduced next since the importance of
reference implies.
Comparing restaurants to theatres, there are a few similarities between the two. One essential
similarity is the lighting. In a theatre there is rarely wanted the customer seeing or paying attention to
anything but the stage or the people preforming on the stage. That’s why no windows are implemented
in such venues, and the general lighting is close to non-existing while the act is on. The same idea
implies to lighting in finer restaurant design (Wolf and Block, 2013, 4).

2.4. Legal guidelines of restaurant lighting

This chapter includes a set of legal guidelines that should be thought about when implementing
lighting design in a restaurant. This chapter is implemented in order to create an understanding and
connection to the creation of the proposed design in chapter 5 and to create a connection to everyday
life.

Lighting is a critical psychological component in restaurant design as it creates mood. Lighting can
help create an intimate, friendly and welcoming feeling in a space, it may create whichever mood
desired for that specific restaurant (Baraban and Durocher 2010).
Lighting design in restaurants can enhance the mood of the selected type of restaurant and is dictated
by the type of cuisine and food that is being served, as well as the restaurant’s design. Restaurant
lighting varies depending on the type of restaurant. The lighting might be stronger and colder in a fast
food or sea food restaurant compared to the warm and welcoming family style café and bistro with
pasta and meat.

If a restaurant is open from morning serving breakfast and open until evening and dinner, this need to
be considered when planning and designing the lighting. For breakfast, it is preferable to have bright
light in order for the customers to be able to read their morning newspaper and to feel that the food is
fresh for that day (In a comment posted to Restaurants Canada Blog on 04, 2017).

Calculating light and illuminance requires a high number of calculation formulas and the result of
lighting requires very much considerations from diverse factors. In practice the designer and/or
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lighting planner uses this own experience and only implements control tests when designing lighting
to space (Suomen sähköurakoitsijaliitto Ry ja Suomen Valoteknillinen Seura Ry 1996).1

Today computers are used as a tool for lighting design, where the program calculates everything
needed. Nevertheless, the designer needs to know what sections light calculations consists of, how to
read it and through this explore and develop specialist knowledge, especially if the object to design is
a public space e.g. airport, restaurant, malls and etc.

The general recommendations of illuminances for different spaces are listed below in the figure
(figure 1)2. In the figure listed below, the recommendations of illuminance for specific tasks are given
on an average. From the figure, we understand that if the task requires more exact work, the higher the
maximum illuminance is (Suomen sähköurakoitsijaliitto Ry ja Suomen Valoteknillinen Seura Ry
1996)3.

The following list gives us the impression that diverse spaces and tasks require diverse amount of
light. From the figure (figure 1) created can be an understanding that eating may not need such high
light intensities but rather the problem is whether the customer gets tired or affected in other negative
ways in a dim restaurant. Chapter 2.4 explains and gives input on how the human brain is affected by
diverse light settings.

1
3

Translated by the author
Translated by the author
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Figure 1. (Www.rakennustietosäätiö.fi)4

4

Translated by the author
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Luminance is a measure of how much light a surface gives away after the light has hit it and is
expressed in percentages. Light colored surfaces will absorb around 30% from light directly pointed at
it and reflects about 60-80% of this. Dark colored surfaces absorb about 85-95% of the light and
reflect only 5-15% depending on the darkness of the surface. Also, the quality of the surface affects
the luminance. Matt surfaces such as concrete and textiles absorb light within them shelves when
shiny surfaces such as painted surfaces, glass, and metal reflect light. (Www.rakennustietosäätiö.fi)5
The luminance of surfaces is an essential aspect when designing a space, and with more same colored
surfaces the more even and continuous light is created (figure 2.) (Wilhide, 1998).

Figure 2. Illustrating how much light surfaces reflect in percentages. (Www.rakennustietosäätiö.fi)

As mentioned, luminance is a measure of how much light a surface gives away after the light has hit it,
in other words how much light does that given surface reflect light. The bigger the luminance of the

5

Translated by the author
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surface, brighter this surface is perceived (Rakennustieto.fi). A surfaces luminance is determined by
the illuminance and the reflectance together. Particular surfaces have their own light reflectance and to
achieve the same luminance to light-absorbing surfaces, required is a higher illuminance than would
be to a non-light absorbing surface.

Necessary aspects of lighting design are the conditions that influence our sight. These are in their
importance for e.g. the direction the light is coming from, contrasts, differences in color, uniformity of
the light, the significance of detectable details in the design and how space affects the visitors’
psychological performance.

These figures give input on an average knowledge of luminance. By creating an understanding on how
much light is needed and where, and how much certain materials castaway reflection and how other
materials absorb the light (Rakennustieto.fi).
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2.1. Psychological and physiological effects of lighting on humans

Light influences not only the brain's visual center but also the state of the body, wellbeing and, performance.
Darkness and dim light trigger the production of the hormone melatonin, while the blue light
suppresses the hormone’s production most effectively. The production of melatonin can lead to
customers getting tired at a restaurant which would lead to an inferior experience in a restaurant. The
following figure (figure 3) implies that dim light produces melatonin, also the time of the day has
effect on the curve.

Figure 3. Graf illustrating how light and time affects the hormone melatonin in the brain. (“How Natural Light
vs. Blue Light Impacts Your Sleep” n.d.)

In a study which tested the effects of light quantity and color temperature on melatonin production
was found that under a light temperature of less than 30 lux, the color temperature (4100K) no longer
affected the production when again hundreds of illuminations in a cool-toned light (8000K) prevented
the melatonin from producing significantly (Knez and Kers 2000).
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Previously in lighting design, the focus was laid on the visual aspects of light, but since the discovery
of the third sensory cell, the biological and emotional effects on humans have been considered even
more important and has been taken into consideration when designing light ("Lighting for Work: A
Review of Visual and Biological Effects - WJM Van Bommel, GJ Van Den Beld, 2004" 2004)
(Boyce, 2014).

Studies have found that light also affects how much we eat, what we eat and are in the mood for, and
how fast we eat. In the study is proven that humans consume less food, and even eat slower when light
is dim and soft, but also that humans tend to choose more unhealthy options in a dimmer light setting
(As MentalFloss.com listed on its website).

When planning lighting in a fast food restaurant, the lighting is generally relatively bright. This gives
the customer the sense to hurry with eating and to leave. Hence, the bright light makes the customer
feel exposed and uncomfortable in comparison to finer restaurants with dimmer light, where the
customer is wanted to stay for as long of a time as possible.

By observing various restaurants and their lighting design I’ve gotten to a conclusion that in most
cases this implies and supports the stated research questions. Restaurants with bright lighting are the
ones where the customers are expected to spend the least amount of time, e.g. McDonald’s and similar
fast food chains. The lighting situations differ in fine dining restaurants where the intention is to keep
the customer for several hours, through several meal servings, and therefore the lighting is dimmer and
more inviting at these places (e.g. VOLT restaurant, Berlin). This is also supported by the case study
analysis in chapter 3.
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2.2. Color rendering and to how to enhance the color of food

As amongst several other objects, lighting and food have a very important relationship to one
another. The perceived color of a meal or displayed food depends on the properties of a light source in
relation to that food. Butchers usually want to enhance the color of their meat by illuminating it with a
warm colored illumination (2000K-3000K). If the same product was illuminated with a cold light,
(4500K-6500K) the color rendering would be low, leading the meat to look unattractive (Hutchings,
1999).

In 1969 Faber Birren reported a study recording appetite appeal on food color. In his study he
concludes that the foods with red-orange and orange hues are the best sellers. There is a drop in selling
on foods with yellow-green hues and a green grey tone is not liked at all (Birren 1969). Hence, if food
has an appealing color to it, it will most likely sell better.

In the study, Birren also researched the expectations of a restaurant when the customer first enters and
the result of that is in the following order:

•

“Atmosphere: colour, lighting, acoustics, smells all lead to an impression of comfort,
cleanliness and quality;

•

Service, tabletop appointments and menu: three non-food areas in which the
management may impress the customer;

•

Visual presentation, and taste: food factors; and

•

Price. “(Birren 1969).

In another study made by Deloitte, concerning customer service, the expectations in a restaurant
would be the following:
•

“Engage me. Interact with me in a friendly, authentic way. Be hospitable and genuine
with me. Treat me as a person.

•

Empower me. Give me the ability to customize to my specific needs. Value my feedback
and respond in an appropriate way.

•

Hear me. Demonstrate awareness of the situation and acknowledge my needs. Listen to
my unique needs.

•

Delight me. Create moments beyond my expectations that I will remember and share.
Personalize my experience.

•

Know me. Remember me and my preferences. Anticipate my changing needs.”

(As Deloitte company listed on its website).
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The two studies give out a research where one focuses more on the actual objects the customer can see
and feel, when the other focuses on the actual experience in customer service. As both of the studies
point out relevant matters this also differs from the type of restaurant that is visited. Both of these lists
play a significant role in terms of customer experience. These subjects focus on the comfort of the
customer and are implied as a result of that.

Figure 4. The picture presents how light can affect the color of food (“4 Must Haves For Beautiful Natural Food
Photography Lighting” 2016).
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2.5 Lighting design from the 20th century and modern lighting design from the 21st century
The following chapter implies information about lighting design from the previous century and from
the modern times of today. These two creates an understanding about how both old and new are used
today and by lighting designers worldwide.

2.5.1 Richard Kelly, the pioneer of architectural lighting design

As Erco.com states on their website, Richard Kelly (1910-1977), was an American architect and
lighting designer who is considered to be the pioneer of architectural lighting design. Kelly’s interest
in lighting started already when Kelly was a child when he was disturbed by the bad lighting in their
family home kitchen. Later he was a part of a theater production team where he then found the light to
function as an expressive design element on the scene.

Kelly founded a lighting design burao in New York in 1935 and did notice that there was no appeal for
the service of light consultation but rather that his own designed lumineers were attractive to the
customer thus he started selling lumineers and with them gave the correct coordination for the
customer to use. In this way, he was able to design architectural lighting.

Figure 5. Richard Kelly, architect and lighting designer. (ERCO n.d.)
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In 1952, Kelly in his philosophy class after becoming an architect introduced “light as a part of
architecture”. Kelly had founded the three terms of lighting which he divided as following:

Figure 6. Space designed by architect and lighting designer Richard Kelly. (ERCO n.d.)

2.5.1.1. Ambient luminescence

The first form of illumination was named (1) Ambient luminescence or graded washes. This
describes a light that is indirect light, that Kelly thought was fog-like lighting which washes the space
evenly and creates a light setting without shades.
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2.5.1.2. Focal glow

The second form of illumination he called (2) Focal glow or highlight which describes the
light which draws attention to a certain point, sells products and separates important and irrelevant.
This type of light could be the light that exposes the sneakers at a sport shop or the food on the table in
the restaurant.

2.5.1.3. Play of brilliants

The third form of illumination was (3) Play of brilliants or sharp detail by which he meant the
powerful shadows and emphasis on detail (Erco.com). This form of lighting shows emphasis on itself,
meaning that the light itself creates an object of attention.

Figure 7. Presenting the three terms of lighting by Richard Kelly. (ERCO n.d.)
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2.5.1 Modern lighting design

The 21st century, have had some important technical innovations in regard to lighting design.
Today, with use of LED light, the modern tools like the new software’s and machines that can create
forms and use materials, that leads to, that manufacturers have much more opportunities when creating
and designing light fixtures.
With the use of the advantaged technologies, the manufacturers or programmers enable three
dimensional shapes which in their order can be inserted to laser cutters or 3D printers. These in their
turn can create more complex lighting design in spaces that was not possible before (Griffiths, 2014).

Figure 8. Example of a 3D printed pendant lamp. (Griffiths 2014)
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2.6. Dramatic lighting: theatrical lighting as a reference
As mentioned before in my parable regarding restaurant lighting and theatre lighting, the
following chapter will superficially deal with the subject theatrical lighting design, since dramatic
lighting is implied in the research.
Theatrical lighting or stage lighting has multiple functions, of them some relevant ones would be the
selective visibility. The opportunity of showing only the desired parts of the stage or room. Focus and
mood, to lead the viewer's attention to a certain part of the stage and control the overall mood in the
room. Location and time, that would imply colors of light or even projected pictures or movies.
The same information can be used in restaurant design. By making decisions on what, how and when a
certain object should be lit it has a strong resemblance to theatrical lighting.

In the book the history of stage and theatre lighting written in 1929 by the Edison electric company of
Boston (Boston Edison Company 1929), Valerius Maximus writes about the first steps of light in
theatres. The first early fifteenth century stage light was created by using candles and the light these
cast. In the sixteenth century the Italian theatre worker Sebastian Serlio first invented the colored stage
lighting by filling glass bottles with red and blue liquids.
In 1816 Henry Drummond then invented the phrase “in the limelight” which was the first idea of a
modern spotlight and means center of attention. Drummond dried pieces of lime and placed it in front
of the light source, which then created a white light spot (Boston Edison Company 1929).

Figure 9. (http://leefoster.photoshelter.com)
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Figure 10. (Boston Edison Company 1929)
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3. Case studies

When choosing restaurants to look into when researching in the subject of lighting design I
tried to find restaurants that in some way or another would have the same properties than the concept
of my own design. These properties would be dark materials and colors, hard surfaces lit in diverse
ways and restaurants that have some kind of geometrical effects included in ceiling or walls. By
comparing the chosen restaurants I’ll get to a conclusion of what would be a functional yet
atmospheric lighting setting in the design that I will create.

3.1. Restaurant Loco

Figure 11 and 12. (“Loco Restaurant / João Tiago Aguiar Arquitectos” 2017)

3.1.1. About the restaurant
3.1.2. Interior design and lighting scheme
3.1.3. Analysis

3.1.1. The first case study analysis is made of Restaurant Loco, located in Lisbon, Portugal. The
organic restaurant run by head chef Alexandre Silva, the winner of the Portuguese Top Chef
competition in 2012 and his team. Silva and his team are specialized in so-called micro seasonal
tasting menus that come in 14 or 18 dishes. (In a comment posted to Portugalconfidential.com 04,
2018).
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Restaurant Loco is designed by the architects from João Tiago Aguiar Arquitectos which is an
architectural bureau founded in 2013. The restaurant itself was established in the year 2016.

Figure 13 and 14. (“Loco Restaurant / João Tiago Aguiar Arquitectos” 2017)
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3.1.2. The restaurant comes together with 150 m2 and only consists of 22 customer seats.
Hence, the kitchen, in comparison to the size of the dining room is notably big. This gives us the
information about how the micro-seasonal, natural and organic food that is being prepared in the
restaurant needs space and time when being completed. Here, compare 150 m2 to 22 customer seats.
The design on the surfaces in the restaurant vary by the purpose that these various surfaces reflect
light in different ways. The back wall of the restaurant is made out of tridimensional tiles and
depending on where the customer sits or moves, the light hits the tile in a certain way and accordingly
the viewer perceives it in a certain way. A second example is the black colored open kitchen. The
black surfaces of the kitchen absorb light so that the main feature of the restaurant, the facade is
getting the maximal amount of attention from the customers.
When entering the restaurant, the whole side wall is a very brightly lit wine shelf. When continuing to
the dining area the light is dimmer and created by the spotlights integrated to the wooden profiles. The
wooden paneling in the ceiling creates a continuous and calm surface.

Figure 15. (“Loco Restaurant / João Tiago Aguiar Arquitectos” 2017)

3.1.3. The usage of several diverse wall surfaces, both warm and cold, matt and shiny and
diverse wall elements creates a welcoming feeling into the restaurant.
The integrated spotlights are not only giving light to the tables but also lighting up the whole
room in a warm and welcoming light setting. The customer feels comfortable since no light exposes
this in a harsh way.
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3.2. Chuan’s Kitchen

Figure 16. (“Chuan’s Kitchen / Infinity Mind | ArchDaily” n.d.)

3.2.1. About the restaurant
3.2.2. Interior design and Lighting scheme
3.2.3. Analysis

3.2.1. The second case study is Restaurant Chuan’s Kitchen in Foshan, China, and this is a
design that represents the Sichuan's cultural heritage, a re-creation of a bamboo installation which is
shown by using a large bamboo weaving-art object, designed by the architects from Infinity mind.
Infinity mind is a Chinese architectural bureau founded in 2011 and the project for Chuan’s kitchen is
designed in 2017 and is not realized, but only a design proposal.
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Figure 17. (“Chuan’s Kitchen / Infinity Mind | ArchDaily” n.d.)

Figure 18. (“Chuan’s Kitchen / Infinity Mind | ArchDaily” n.d.)

3.2.1. The weaved-bamboo installation is the key element in the restaurant design. Bamboo is
the most common and symbolic construction material on the culture of Sichuan. While concrete screed
covers most of the surfaces in the restaurant and doesn't reflect much light at all the wood in its turn
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does that and creates a strong shadow play, and this combination creates a smooth materiality and
dramatic lighting. The darkish walls, the wood furniture and also the experimental design of the
bamboo installation, create an exciting and a slightly mysterious feeling. Dim lights and reflections of
the wood make it seem luxurious and elegant. With its darkish surfaces and the shadow casting
bamboo installation, the lighting plays a significant role in the restaurant. Light hits only the tabletops
so that the darkness almost creates a wall around each seating setting. Strong shadows with a cozy and
warm environment.

Customers can be seated both inside and outside the bamboo installation. Only a limited area
of the restaurants seating actually is inside of it. Both diverse seating places create their own special
dining experience. As seating and circulation play a significant role in the fact of how comfortable the
customer finds their stay in a restaurant, it is definitely important to consider these topics when
designing any kind of restaurant. It can make a huge difference in experience by choosing a seating
inside or outside the bamboo installation.
It may be more of an experience when sitting under the construction but on the other hand; it can
create a whole different experience and feeling by sitting outside and getting to experience the
installation from another point of view.

Figure 19. (“Chuan’s Kitchen / Infinity Mind | ArchDaily” n.d.)

3.2.3. Mysteriousness, shadow play, and darkness is the key element of the restaurant. The
light is something between warm and cold, there is rarely light that hits complete surfaces, the light
fixtures are hidden and have no attention to being seen. While light comes from behind the customer
at some places creating even more shadows and privacy between the different table settings, it also
comes from the sides and from above depending on where the customer sits.
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3.3. Restaurant Sazha

Figure 20. (“Meat Restaurant ‘Sazha’ / YOD Design Lab | ArchDaily” n.d.)

3.3.1. About the restaurant
3.3.2. Interior design and lighting scheme
3.3.3. Analysis

3.3.1. The third case study is a restaurant located in Sumy, Ukraine. Restaurant Sazha,
designed by YOD design lab from Ukraine, founded in 2004.
Restaurant Sazha focuses on meat dishes in a modern way in comparison to the classic
American steakhouse and first opened its doors in 2017.
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Figure 21. (“Meat Restaurant ‘Sazha’ / YOD Design Lab | ArchDaily” n.d.)

3.3.2. The dark colors of the blue velvet, copper, oak and brown leather give the interior a
very warm feeling. Dim lights and reflections of the copper make it seem luxurious and elegant.
Definitely, the special element and eye catcher lies in the X-ray images on the walls showing diverse
animals and object. Those are a literal implementation of the restaurant’s concept and target group:
meat dishes and flexitarians. All in all, the dark walls, the massiveness of the wooden elements and
also the experimental design of the tables create a mysterious feeling.
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Figure 22. (“Meat Restaurant ‘Sazha’ / YOD Design Lab | ArchDaily” n.d.)

The walking circulation is dominated by massive elements such as the X-ray images behind
the benches. That is why the walking circulation of customers within the restaurant happens in a
circle- like movement since they have to walk around that installation.

3.3.3. Warm and indirect light used to enhance the quality of the fresh meat. Both spotlights
and LED strips are used in the space. The anchor design element is the X-ray images that create a
detail that makes the customer curious of what's inside the restaurant and creates a mysterious feeling
in the luxurious environment.

Figure 23. (“Meat Restaurant ‘Sazha’ / YOD Design Lab | ArchDaily” n.d.)
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3.4. Werdendes Ruhrgebiet Exhibition

Figure 24. (“Werdendes Ruhrgebiet Exhibition / Bernhard Denkinger Architect | ArchDaily” n.d.)

3.4.1. About the Exhibition
3.4.2. Interior design and lighting scheme
3.4.3. Analysis

3.4.1. The exhibition center Werdendes Ruhrgebiet in Essen, Germany is located in former
coal bunkers and the design of the space is designed in use of elements inside of that. The spaces are
designed by Bernhard Denkinger Architects in the year 2015. The exhibition focuses on
archaeological objects and early medieval objects and the space is divided accordingly.
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Figure 25. (“Werdendes Ruhrgebiet Exhibition / Bernhard Denkinger Architect | ArchDaily” n.d.)

Figure 26. (“Werdendes Ruhrgebiet Exhibition / Bernhard Denkinger Architect | ArchDaily” n.d.)

3.4.2. Since the exhibition is located in a bunker the natural light is on a very minimal§ if not
a non-excisting level. The semi-dark space is lit with light spots through the entire exhibition hall. The
light from the spotlights hits the glass boxes were the ancient objects are located and therefore reflects

light in order for the customer to see their way through the space. In an exhibition space, it is
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extremely important for the customer to see properly since the archeological and medieval objects can
be highly valuable.
The podiums where some of the ancient objects are exhibited has integrated LED strip lights that
create an illusion of laser-like stripes. This unique feature brings a futuristic feeling and casts even
more light to the semi-dark space. Again, some of the podiums that exhibit objects have the more
common museum type of exhibition with the brightly lighted glass boxes that are viewed from the top.
When all of this light come together it creates a continuous illumination in the space which clarifies
the movement for the visitor.

3.4.3. In this dark exhibition space created by Bernhard Denkinger Architects space lighting
plays a significant role. Since the space on its own is dark and the customers’ safety and vision here is
very important, the lighting scheme is precisely thought through

Figure 27. (“Werdendes Ruhrgebiet Exhibition / Bernhard Denkinger Architect | ArchDaily” n.d.)
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4. Conclusion

As restaurants and restaurant design can vary in grate scale it is important to highlight and
define the type of restaurant that is being created. Since the type of restaurant in this research paper
aims to the finer dining, the interior and lighting design must match and can enhance this type of
restaurant.
Based on my research, by implementing the idea of theatrical lighting into a restaurant design,
first must be decided where the attention is wanted. The different parts in a restaurant have different
qualities that might want to be highlighted. It may be the art on the walls, the food or other element
important to the design, and this can be defined with help of the lighting design.
Highlighting the important parts of a restaurant or even hide the part that does no justice to the space
and can in its order orientate the customers movement and attention in the restaurant.

In order for the customer to feel comfortable, the lighting can be dim and focused, but an important
aspect is the different types of target audience for the restaurant. A person with poorer eyesight needs
to be able to read their menu without difficulties.
Also, today it is possible to create all sorts of diverse design in the light fixtures, compared to what
was possible 20 years ago, and it is possible to use machines and software’s to calculate suitable
lighting for a space.

Therefore, I’ve gotten to a conclusion that in this case a light fixture with around 3000K would be
suitable and beneficial to most customers, in order to see enough and to move around in the space but
also to have a certain mood created and to support the restaurant concept.

As light also influences the diner’s behavior in such ways as how much food and what they order, this
is implemented to orientate the customer in the way the restaurant is established.

(Conclusion also included in design proposal)
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5. Design proposal

In this final chapter, a potential design idea for a restaurant with dramatic lighting design is
proposed, explained and visually shown.
The project focuses on creating a design proposal for a restaurant located in central Helsinki, that
includes a setting with dramatic lighting.

Since food today is considered to be an art form on its own this need to be thought about when
proposing any design solution for a restaurant. As mentioned in my research paper, illuminance has
various light temperatures and intensities that needs to be treated accordingly. If food is exhibited in
light that does not do justice to it, it might even make the customer lose appetite. Therefore, with the
help of correct and well-studied light settings, this can be avoided.

In the proposed design the use of only one lumineer over the table top creates the rest of the space.
The idea behind the concept is the inspiration from Baltic seas during nights when one can see several
ships and boats slowly moving. The boats would have lights coming from the windows and the mast
creating the viewer the scene that looks like a sky full of stars.

This design proposal consists of a restaurant that has a customer capacity of 80 persons. When
entering the restaurant, the customer would have a 180-degree view over the whole space including
bar area, lounge area, and dining area. The dining area is two steps lower that bar and lounge area
which enhances the given feeling of the Scandinavian sea with its openness.

This design proposal focuses as much on the experience as on the product. The food comes as a byproduct of the experience the customer has in the space.
In this restaurant design is implemented a tube light that casts only light on a given area. In this case
the table top and the bar. The minimalist pendant light Stick by SAAS Instruments cast light with a
40-degree angle leaving sharp edge to the darkness around it.
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Project documentation

Floor plan (drawing not in scale)
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Section A-A

Section A-A showing the space looking from the street side. Dining area and bar/ lounge area
(drawing not in scale)
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Section B-B and section C-C

Section B-B showing transition from toilet spaces to the dining area. Section C-C showing bar and
lounge area. (drawings not in scale)
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Section D-D

Section D-D showing the view out towards the street. (drawing not in scale)

The sections give us the information of the location, which is the bottom floor of a high storey
building. The sections show that light is implemented only above the table tops creating the concept
itself. This is also supported by the perspectives and diagrams shown after the sections of the space.

The drawings are illustrated in a cold, monotone way to enhance the effect of the lighting design. How
the food on the table is exhibited in a continuation of which light fixture is chosen to the space.
The light coming from the Lumineers only lights the table top, leaving a sharp edge to the darkness
around it. Also, this supports the concept about the complete darkness out at the Baltic sea.
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Perspective | Far end
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Perspective | Lounge and bar
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Diagram | Bird's-eye view
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Diagram | Light
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Perspective | Dining area
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Figure 27 and 28. The light fixture chosen as the main light in the restaurant. (Www.saas.fi)
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